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Same-sex attraction in women

Same-sex affection between women has never

been illegal. Parliament discussed introducing

harmful laws in 1921, but this failed when it was

voted down. MPs voted it down because they

feared it would draw attention and encourage

women to explore homosexuality.

Trans identities become more visible

After the Second World War, transgender

identities started to become visible. 

Michael Dillon became the first transgender man

to publish an autobiography. He documented

the surgeries he had, and wrote: ‘Where the

mind cannot be made to fit the body, the body

should be made to fit … to the mind.’

The Wolfenden Report

The Wolfenden Report, was published in 1957.

People asked for it to be written after they began

to accept that same-sex attraction was not a

disease. The report encouraged government not

to focus on people’s private lives.

The first homophobic law

Parliament passed an act during the reign of

Henry VIII making it illegal for men to have sex

with men in Britain and British Empire.

Convictions were punishable by death. 

Offences Against the Person Act

The death penalty was abolished for men

having sex with men – instead the

punishment became 10 years in prison.

Criminal Law Amendment Act

This act made any act of male same-sex

affection – including those which happened

in private. Even a letter expressing terms of

affection between two men could be used

to prosecute someone.

Roberta Cowell

Roberta Cowell, a former World War II Spitfire

pilot, became the first transgender women to

undergo gender confirmation surgery in the UK.

Cowell continued her career as a racing driver

and published her autobiography in 1954. 
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Key moments in LGBT+ history

A rise in arrests

There was a significant rise in arrests and prosecutions

of gay and bisexual men were made after World War II.

These included Alan Turing, the cryptographer whose

work helped to break the Enigma code. It was at this

time that more people began to question the laws.
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Gay Liberation Front

The UK Gay Liberation Front was founded

(GLF) in 1970. The GLF fought for the rights

of LGBT+ people, urging them to question

the mainstream institutions in UK society

who oppressed them.

The Beaumont Society

This society was set up to provide information

and education on ‘transvestism’. The

organisation is now the UK’s largest and

longest running support group for

transgender people and their families.

Stonewall Riots

In June 1969, LGBT+ people in New York

protested their harsh treatment by the police.

These protests became known as the

Stonewall Riots and their impact was felt in

many places, including the UK.
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Sexual Offences Act

The government and the Church of England

supported a change in the law, which partially

legalised same-sex acts in the UK between

men over the age of 21 conducted in private.  
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First Pride march

The GLF protested in solidarity with other

oppressed groups and organised the very

first Pride march in 1972 which is now an

annual event.

Campaign for Homosexual Equality

When the GLF disbanded in late 1973 the

Campaign for Homosexual Equality (CHE),

based in Manchester, led the fight for

equality by legal reform. 

Decriminalisation in Scotland

Scotland decriminalises same-sex acts

between two men over 21 in private.

Decriminalisation in Northern Ireland

Scotland decriminalises same-sex acts

between two men over 21 in private.
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Gender Recognition Act

This act gives transgender people full legal

recognition of their gender, allowing them to

acquire a new birth certificate.

Options are limited to ‘male’ and ‘female’, and

many trans people have said that the process

is impersonal, intrusive and expensive.

Section 28

Section 28 of the Local Government Act 1988

was introduced by the Conservative

Government under Margaret Thatcher. It

banned schools and councils from teaching

or providing materials on being gay. 
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Acceptance drops

Due to the AIDs crisis, which was claiming the

lives of thousands of people, but in particular

gay men, the percentage of people who felt it

wasn’t wrong to be gay dropped to to 11%.

The NHS Gender Identity Development

Service is founded

For the first time, under-eighteens questioning

their gender identity could receive specialised

healthcare on the NHS.

Mermaids founded

The charity Mermaids, who support transgender

children and their families, was founded.

LGBT+ in the armed forces

A law was changed which allowed gay and

bisexual people to be in the armed forces.

Section 28 removed

After fifteen years, the law which made it

illegal for schools and councils to educate

young people about what it means to be

gay, was removed.

Equal adoption laws

A law was changed to allow gay people (and

also unmarried couples) to adopt children.
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Civil Partnerships Act

This allowed same-sex couples to legally enter

into binding partnerships, similar to marriage. 
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Discrimination banned

Discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation

(but not gender reassignment) is banned.

David Cameron apologises

Later Prime Minister David Cameron

apologises on behalf of the Conservative Party

for bringing in Section 28.

Discrimination banned

It becomes illegal to discriminate against

someone due to their gender reassignment.

Marriage (Same-Sex Couples) Act 

This act allowed same-sex couples in

England and Wales to marry.

Scotland legalises same-sex marriage

This left Northern Ireland as the only

country in the UK which did not have

marriage equality in law until 2020.

More homophobic hate crime recorded

More hate crime is recorded, although this

could have come as a result of better

awareness and the incidents being taken

more seriously by the police - and not an

actual rise in hate crime.

Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 

The act recognises same-sex couples as legal

parents of children conceived through the use

of donated sperm, eggs or embryos.
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Statutory LGBT+ inclusive Relationships,

Health and Sex Education

In secondary schools in England, schools

must begin teaching the new Relationships,

Health and Sex Education curriculum. In

secondary schools, this must by law be LGBT+

inclusive. Primary schools are ‘encouraged

and enabled’ to make Relationships

Education LGBT+ inclusive.
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‘Not wrong at all’

The number of people who say that

being LGBT+ is ‘not wrong at all’

reaches an all time high.

Being gay still illegal across the world

Although the UK has made a huge amount of

progress, there are still around 70 countries

where it’s illegal to be gay.

Theresa May apologises

Then Prime Minister Theresa May apologises

for the UK’s anti-gay laws and the lasting effect

they have had in countries which used to be in

the British Empire.

GRA under review

The Gender Reform Act (see 2005) comes

under review. The government discusses

the possibility of introducing non-binary

gender identities, and introducing self-

identifying processes where you can

legally decide your own gender.

Public support for trans rights

After the charity Mermaids were targeted with

a campaign of abuse, Youtuber Hbomberguy

raises £260,000 for the charity by playing

Donkey Kong non-stop.
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